
Summer Math 2021 
Incoming 7th Graders 
 

All students entering the 7th grade will have a summer math assignment on IXL. This assignment is mandatory and it 
WILL BE GRADED AS A QUIZ and posted in trimester 1 of the 2021-2022 school year.  

If you already use IXL at NDA, your logon credentials will remain the same and will work properly over the summer. If 
you are new to NDA, you need to obtain your IXL logon credentials from the administrative staff. 

Use this link for IXL: https://www.ixl.com/signin/notredameint 

The login screen looks like this… 

 

If you do not see the Notre Dame Academy logo, you are not on the correct web page. 
 

Requirements for incoming 7th math students: 

1.) Complete all IXL skills listed with a minimum proficiency score of 80. 
2.) Mastery of multiplication tables up to 12 
3.) Mastery of long division 
4.) Knowledge of adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing positive and negative integers. 

Assigned tasks are a mix of review and new work. You may use other resources such as https://www.khanacademy.org   
as necessary to better understand new work.  

Students are encouraged to complete additional tasks should you need reinforcement or remediation.  

Work at your own pace. However, you should complete at least 1 skill per week. 

If you need other assistance, please feel free to email me at mhegewald@notredameint.org 

  



Directions: 

1.) Join the Google Classroom “Incoming 7th Graders” using this link:  
https://classroom.google.com/c/MzA0NDU4ODc0NTY4?cjc=hhtxdjx 

Links to all IXL Skills are posted under the Topic “Summer Math” 

2.) Click “Turn in” and type in your proficiency score upon completion of each assignment. 
3.) IXL skills are not considered complete until a proficiency score of 80 or more is attained 

 

IXL Skills:  

1.) F.2 Decimal place values 
2.) I.8 Convert between improper fractions and mixed numbers 
3.) N.9 Add and subtract integers: input/output tables 
4.) N.10 Add three or more integers 
5.) Y.13 Multiply using the distributive property 
6.) O.12 Evaluate numerical expressions involving integers 
7.)  A.1 Prime or Composite 
8.)  B.4 Absolute value and opposite integers  
9.) C.23 Add, subtract, multiply and divide integers 
10.)  E.1 Add and subtract decimals 
11.)  F.8 Convert between mixed numbers and improper fractions 
12.)  G.3 Add and subtract  mixed numbers 

  


